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BANKING IN
The pandemic has presented challenges, but banks are still
making loans. Here’s how to improve your chances of qualifying.
BY KEN PATON

U

nderstanding how bankers
eral-purpose buildings such as ofgenerally will offer rates that adjust
think can be challenging under
fices or apartments. These banks may
each quarter or each year. For firstthe best of circumstances. In 2020,
make loans to bowling centers but
time buyers or a center looking to
it can be almost impossible. Despite
will require a higher down-payment
finance an expansion or remodeling,
that, there are factors that can exor more equity plus more cash flow
these banks are generally the best
plain some of their decisions.
than borrowers with general-purpose
source of funds.
First, banks can be broken into
buildings. Once the bank has become
Banks look to a business’s cash
several categories:
comfortable with a bowling center,
flow as the primary source of repay■ Conservative. Some banks
they can make loans on attractive
ment. Liquidity is important as a
take a very conservative lending positerms. The key is for them to underbackup, but in almost all cases, banks
tion. They feel that making a bad loan
stand your center is a low risk.
mainly look to the history of the busiis something that makes
ness to confirm its abilthe banker and the bank
ity to repay the loan.
look bad to its shareholdUnder normal
Normally, a bank will look at the last two
ers and depositors. They
circumstances, a bank
or three years of tax returns and ﬁnancial will look at the last two
pay low interest rates
on their deposits and
statements. But not surprisngly, the 2020 or three years of tax
ask low interest rates
returns and financial
shutdown has most banks running scared. statements, and then
on their loans. But they
make loans only to well
review the current
established borrowers
year’s operations.
■ Aggressive. Some of the
within their markets and will advance
But as one might expect, the 2020
smaller banks rely heavily on
a lower loan to value than many
shutdown has most banks running
government-backed loans such as
other banks. These loans are often at
scared.
one of the two SBA programs. They
lower rates than the competition and
Those that are making loans want
often will finance purchases with
may have fixed rates for five years or
to see that revenue and cash flow
lower down-payments than other
more, but rarely are made on specialhas returned to the same level as
banks or refinance with less equity.
purpose buildings such as bowling
previous years, or at least equal to
It is common for these banks to also
centers.
the same period in 2019. The more
■ Middle of the Road. These
want stronger cash flow in exchange
aggressive banks want to see three or
banks are willing to make loans to
for the perceived risk of a specialfour months of financial statements
newer businesses and use specialpurpose building, and the interest
since reopening, which show enough
purpose buildings as collateral, but
rates typically are much higher than
cash flow to service the proposed
generally are aggressive only on genthose of the other banks. These banks
debt with a 25% margin of error. Less
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aggressive banks may want to see
age of cash flow on the statement.
know if you deferred maintenance
cash flow return to normal for six
By putting that information on the
during the shutdown or if you spent
months or more.
statement, it directs the banker to the
time and money to get everything
A good credit score will also be
most important figures and gets them
running smoothly for the reopening.
required, along with a solid appraisal
thinking that the business owner
Money and labor hours spent during
on the collateral.
understands the financial aspects of
the shutdown will be money and
There are a lot of borrowers comhis business. It also helps to present
hours that may not be needed after
peting for the available loans, so the
a 2019 income statement in the same
reopening. That also will affect your
presentation is more important than
format.
projections and could explain why
ever. Tax returns prepared by a CPA
Using a spreadsheet allows you to
expenses might be down (or up) from
or well-known tax preparer are a
make the calculations on the report
the previous year.
starting point. Each year’s treatment
and makes it easier for the banker to
Food that spoiled or was donated
of revenue and expenses should be
analyze the figures.
during the shutdown can explain
comparable with similar items going
Most bankers will want monthhigher food cost-of-goods-sold after
into the same categories. Seeing an
by-month projections to let them
restart, and additional funds spent
expense or revenue item
on cleaning supplies
under a different name
and higher labor costs
each year raises quesAlthough almost nothing about 2020 was might be understood
tions in underwriting
by a banker but should
normal, most banks are processing loans be pointed out to make
about how reliable the
tax returns and statethe same way they did before COVID. The sure it is not missed.
ments are. The normal
you received a PPP
key: Give them information that presents orIfEIDL
format is a month in one
loan from the
your center in the best possible light.
column and the year to
government or any
date in another.
other financing during
For 2020 statements,
the year, the use of these
they should show the month and
see your plans for the coming year
funds should be fully explained. The
year to date compared to the previand to help explain how you will use
PPP explanation should demonstrate
ous year’s statements so the banker
their loan. Using the previous year’s
that the loan is likely to be forgiven if
can see where the center was relative
statements as a spreadsheet enables
that is the case.
to 2019. Each item that has changed
you to insert your expected revenue
Any maintenance items that were
significantly from the prior year as
and expenses. It also enables you to
deferred and can be seen and recoga percentage or as a dollar amount
estimate revenue as a percentage
nized by an outsider should be corshould be explained.
(higher or lower) than the previous
rected before the banker visits (and
For example, a $50 item in 2020
year, or to make expenses a percentthey will very likely want to see your
might be 1,000% higher than in 2019,
age of revenue.
operations), or funds should be put
but the difference is not material on
For example, food cost-of-goodsinto the loan request to cover these
a business generating $1 million.
sold might be 38% in the current year,
expenses.
However, a $5,000 expense that grew
but you have plans to reduce it to
Although almost nothing about
to $7,500 should be explained.
32%. Linking the food cost-of-goods2020 was normal, most banks are
QuickBooks can prepare a yearsold line with the same month’s
processing loans in the same way
to-date income statement showing
food revenue line on a spreadsheet
they did before COVID. The key is to
each month side by side. This gives
enables you to change the food cost
give them information that presents
the banker a better understanding of
line item whenever you change food
your center in the best possible light
the seasonality of the business as well
revenue.
and overcome the banker’s negative
as the success of recovery from the
Likewise, if you think open play
experience with other borrowers durshutdown.
will increase 10%, you can create
ing the year.
I have started to export the montha month-by-month projection by
by-month statements to a spreadtelling the spreadsheet to multiply
Ken Paton is a financial adviser
sheet and then show the change bethe previous year’s revenue for each
to the bowling industry. He can be
tween 2019 and 2020 as a percentage
month by 110%.
reached at 503-645-5630, or via his
of revenue and again as a percentExperienced bankers will want to
website: kenpaton.com.
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